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Abstract 

Myelin, the main component of white matter (WM), is a lipid-protein membrane structure that 

surrounds axon compactly in the nervous systems of vertebrates. Myelin exists in the form of a multi-

lamellar sheath consisting of repeating units of the myelin bilayers and most of myelinated axons are 

distributed in WM. The main role of myelin is the electrical insulator for neurons, which increases the 

speed and efficiency of signal conduction. Since speed of action potential transmission is necessary to 

promote various neuronal functions, the measurements of myelin content are important for studies of 

normal development and neurodegenerative diseases. 

In the evaluation of myelin, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is widely used as a noninvasive 

imaging technique that provides detailed anatomical images with various contrast mechanisms. Due to 

the limitation in MRI resolution and the size of myelinated axons (~ 1 μm), myelin cannot be directly 

resolved by MRI. Also, the T2 value of non-aqueous protons of myelin (50 μs < T2 < 1 ms) is too short 

to measure the signal in conventional MRI, making direct imaging difficult. Therefore, most MRI 

techniques currently used for myelin imaging are mainly based on indirect estimation of myelin. 

Currently, various MRI techniques for indirectly examining the myelin content are being studied with 

their respective strengths and weaknesses. However, there is still no method that is considered gold 

standard in the field of myelin MRI. Studies comparing and analyzing the effects of volumetric 

parameters on myelin through various validation methods are still lacking. Therefore, the purpose of 

this study is to quantify volumetric changes in myelin, such as myelin volume fraction (MVF), in the 

corpus callosum (CC) of post-mortem aging rat brains through MRI-based measurements and 

histological/theoretical validations.  

In the first section, the relationship with MVF was established through the MRI-derived values: 

longitudinal relaxation rate R1 and the magnetic susceptibility values obtained through quantitative 

susceptibility mapping (QSM). The absolute MVF values were determined by transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) as a gold standard measure for comparison with the values obtained by the  

aforementioned MRI techniques. Also, QSM simulations were performed based on the TEM-derived 

structures to theoretically evaluate and understand the MR signal properties.  Correlations of MVF 

versus MRI-derived values (R1 and magnetic susceptibility) showed a strong linear relationship. In 

addition, QSM simulation results established a linearly proportional relationship between simulated 

magnetic susceptibility and MVF. Statistically significant linear correlations between MRI-derived 

values and MVF demonstrated that variable myelin content in WM (i.e., CC) could be quantified across 

different stages of aging. These results further support that both MRI techniques (R1 and QSM) provide 

an efficient means to study the brain aging process with accurate volumetric quantification of myelin 

content in the WM. 
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In the second section, multiple spin echo sequence-based MRI-R2 values were measured to confirm 

that myelin volume information could be detected even when the short-T2 component (myelin water 

signal) was not detected due to the fixation effect. TEM-based quantification of MVF and 

corresponding Monte-Carlo simulation to estimate relaxation rates (R2,IE) due to diffusion in the 

presence of inhomogeneous magnetic field perturbation in intra- and extra-cellular (IE) spaces were 

respectively performed. A significant correlation between mean MRI-R2 and MVF values was observed, 

and the estimated R2,IE values of Monte-Carlo simulations in IE water signals were also positively 

correlated with MVF values. However, the magnitude of R2,IE values were much smaller than that those 

observed for MRI-R2 values, indicating that R2-related changes in MVF are likely dominated by the 

myelin water content. Such comparisons between independent parameters from MRI, TEM, and 

simulations support the suggestion that myelin water signals were indistinguishably mixed to exhibit 

mono-exponential R2, and still reflect the volumetric information of myelin. 

In conclusion, it was confirmed that the proposed MRI-based measurements (R1, R2 and QSM) can 

be usefully used for the quantification of myelin volume in the post-mortem rat CC regions based on 

histological/theoretical validations (TEM and simulation). 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Purpose 

The aim of this thesis is to quantify the volumetric change in myelin, such as myelin volume fraction 

(MVF), through magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-based measurements and histological/theoretical 

validations. For the quantification of myelin by MRI, age-dependent changes in myelin in the corpus 

callosum (CC) of post-mortem rat brains were measured by several MRI techniques : R1, R2, and 

quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM). Then, these changes are compared and analyzed based on 

histological verification through transmission electron microscopy (TEM) processing and theoretical 

verification through simulation processing.  

In order to pursue the quantification of myelin based on these processes, the objectives of this thesis 

are as follows:  

(1) Volumetric characterization of myelin by R1 and magnetic susceptibility  

(2) Access to the relationship between myelin volume fraction and R2 measurement 

 

1.2 Outline 

The followings are a brief summary of each Chapter. 

Chapter 2 introduces background on the MRI contrasts used in this thesis. The basic theories of 

relaxation rates (R1 and R2) and QSM techniques used to quantify myelin are discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter 3 describes the relationship between MRI-based measurements (R1 and QSM) and MVF, to 

evaluate age-related changes in myelin content using post-mortem rat brain samples. R1 and magnetic 

susceptibility values are compared in the CC region of each sample, and these MRI results are verified 

by TEM-based MVF analysis and QSM simulation results. 

Chapter 4 describes the characterization of myelin volume fraction through MRI-R2 measurements 

to access age-related changes in myelin content using post-mortem rat brain samples. R2 values derived 

from the CC region of each sample are evaluated for how much myelin volume information is included 

through TEM-based MVF analysis and field perturbation simulation results.  

Chapter 5 contains the summary and conclusions of this thesis. 

 

1.3 Abbreviations 

ADC   Apparent diffusion coefficient 

CC   Corpus callosum 

EM   Electron microscopy 
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FOV   Field of view 

FPM   Finite perturber method 

GA   Glutaraldehyde 

IE   Intra- and extra-cellular 

MERA   Multi-exponential relaxation analysis  

MGE   Multi gradient echo 

MRI   Magnetic resonance imaging 

MST   Myelin sheath thickness 

MT   Magnetization transfer 

MTR   Magnetization transfer ratio 

MVF   Myelin volume fraction 

MWF   Myelin water fraction 

MWI   Myelin water imaging 

NA   Number of averages 

NNLS   Nonnegative least-squares 

PBS   Phosphate buffered saline 

PFA   Paraformaldehyde 

PND   Postnatal day 

PNM   Postnatal month 

QSM   Quantitative susceptibility mapping 

RARE-VTR   Rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement with variable repetition time 

RF   Radio frequency 

ROI   Region of interest 

SEM   Scanning electron microscopy 

TE   Echo time 

TEM   Transmission electron microscopy 

TR   Repetition time 

UTE   Ultrashort echo time 

WM   White matter 
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Chapter 2. Background 

 

2.1 R1 and R2 relaxation 

MRI is a non-invasive imaging technique that can acquire various anatomical and functional images 

using an applied magnetic field and radio frequency (RF) signals [1]. MRI acquires images by changing 

the arrangement of protons (Hydrogen; 1H) in the body. If there is no external magnetic field (B0), 

protons are randomly oriented and magnetization is canceled, so net magnetization (M0) does not occur. 

At this time, when a large B0 is applied to the protons, the protons are aligned in the same direction as 

B0 to form a non-zero M0 as shown in Figure 2.1.1.  

 

 

Figure 2.1.1. Depiction of spins of protons. (A) Randomly oriented spins in the absence of an external 

magnetic field (B0). (B) Spins oriented parallel to B0 in the presence of B0. (C) Formation of net 

magnetization (M0; red arrow) by B0. 

 

To obtain the magnetic resonance (MR) signal, an RF pulse must be applied to generate a resonance 

that changes the direction of M0. When an 90° RF pulse is applied, longitudinal magnetization (Mz) 

disappears and only transverse magnetization (Mxy) remains as shown in Figure 2.1.2. 

 

 

Figure 2.1.2. Change in net magnetization (M0; red arrow) with a 90° radio frequency (RF) pulse. 
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After resonance state, M0 returns to its original equilibrium state, called relaxation, and relaxation is 

divided into two independent types. The recovery of Mz is an exponential process with a time constant 

T1, the time required for magnetization to reach 63% of its maximum value as shown in Figure 2.1.3. 

R1, called longitudinal relaxation rate and defined as reciprocal of T1, is the rate at which excited protons 

give up their energy and return to the equilibrium state. Also, the decay of transverse magnetization is 

an exponential process with a time constant T2, the time required for magnetization to fall to 37% of its 

initial value as shown in Figure 2.1.4. R2, called transverse relaxation rate and defined as reciprocal of 

T2, is the rate at which MR signal decays away due to spins interacting with one another. R1 and R2 are 

known as the basic contrast mechanisms of MRI, and in this thesis, these values were analyzed to 

quantify myelin in post-mortem brain tissue. 

 

 

Figure 2.1.3. The recovery process of longitudinal magnetization (Mz; blue arrow). 

 

 

Figure 2.1.4. The loss process of transverse magnetization (Mxy; red arrow). 
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2.2 Quantitative susceptibility mapping 

Magnetic susceptibility is a dimensionless intrinsic property of a material that measures how much a 

material becomes magnetized in an external magnetic field. Depending on whether this value is negative 

or positive, it can be divided into two categories: diamagnetic and paramagnetic.  A material is 

diamagnetic if its magnetic susceptibility is negative, in which case magnetic field is weakened by 

induced magnetization. Also, a material is paramagnetic if its magnetic susceptibility is positive, in 

which case magnetic field is strengthened by induced magnetization. These effects of magnetic 

susceptibility are shown in Figure 2.2.1. Examples of major diamagnetic sources include myelin and 

calcium, and examples of major paramagnetic sources include iron and gadolinium. Myelin and iron 

are each major markers in neurodegenerative diseases, and how to differentiate between paramagnetic 

and diamagnetic materials in images is an important problem in medical imaging.  

 

 

Figure 2.2.1. Changes in magnetic field with change in magnetic susceptibility (χ). 

 

Phase information provides clues for imaging a material's magnetic susceptibility. In MRI, signal can 

be represented as a complex number, with real and imaginary components. Each data point can be 

defined as magnitude and phase shown in Figure 2.2.2A. In many MRI applications cases, the 

reconstruction cares about magnitude and ignores phase part. However, since paramagnetic and 

diamagnetic materials produce different phase shifts in MRI data, the effect of magnetic susceptibility 

can be distinguished using phase information. In MRI, phase values outside the -π to π range are 

wrapped so that values greater than π return to the negative axis and vice versa. Therefore, the actual 

phase value may be different from the detected phase, and a technique called phase unwrapping is 

applied to obtain the actual phase value as shown in Figure 2.2.2B. These unwrapped phase data are 

used for magnetic susceptibility measurements.  
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Figure 2.2.2. Representation of MR signal and phase unwrapping theory. (A) Complex MR signal with 

real and imaginary parts. (B) Example of wrapped (red) and unwrapped (green) phase data. 

 

Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) is a novel MRI technique that measures the spatial 

magnetic susceptibility distribution of a sample from unwrapped phase data [2]. In MRI, magnetic 

susceptibility distribution of the sample causes a magnetic field perturbation by an applied magnetic 

field, and phase information is measured from this perturbation. However, QSM technique reconstructs 

the magnetic susceptibility distribution from the phase information by solving the inverse problem [2,3]. 

In QSM, the bulk magnetic susceptibility of each voxel is calculated as the weighted sum of the 

magnetic susceptibility values of the components and their relative volume fractions.  Capturing the 

diamagnetic properties of myelin via QSM indicates that it could be another method for the 

quantification of myelin. Therefore, in this thesis, QSM is used to access myelin content in post-mortem 

brain tissue through MRI. 
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Chapter 3. Volumetric characterization of myelin by R1 and magnetic 

susceptibility 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The myelin is a lipid-rich substance that surrounds the axons of nerve cells in both the central and 

peripheral nervous systems of vertebrates [4,5]. The myelin sheath exists in the form of multilamellar 

layers consisting of repeating units of myelin lipid bilayers. Most myelinated axons are  distributed in 

the white matter (WM) [6–8], in which myelin mainly functions as an electrical insulator of neurons 

that increases the signal conduction speed [4,6]. Because the speed of actual potential transmission is 

necessary to promote various neuronal functions, the development of the myelin  sheath content in the 

aging brain is of great interest [9,10]. 

In the evaluation of myelin, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is widely used as a noninvasive 

imaging technique that provides multiple contrast mechanisms. Several quantitative techniques, such 

as magnetization transfer (MT) imaging and myelin water imaging (MWI), have been developed [10–

13]. However, these MRI methods have several shortcomings. For instance, MT effects are dependent 

upon the relative contrast derived from the off-resonance radio frequency (RF) power and frequency 

offset parameters, which makes it less attractive for absolute quantification [12]. By contrast, MWI 

requires multiexponential fitting procedures, which may be susceptible to noise and fitting routines [12]. 

In particular, in ex vivo analysis, MT effects and multiexponential transverse relaxation behaviors (for 

MWI) may be altered by the fixation process of brain samples. Post-mortem formalin-fixed brains 

showed significant changes in the MT ratio (MTR), which weakened the association between MT 

effects and myelin content [14] A post-mortem MWI study also showed that the T2 distribution can be 

altered, probably because of myelin sheath loosening, cell shrinkage, and changes in various water 

compartments during the fixation process [15,16].  

On the other hand, absolute quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) and T1 mapping may provide 

reliable and accurate metrics, especially for the myelin volume fraction (MVF) of ex vivo brains, as 

both values were modeled to be linearly proportional to myelin content [17]. Previously, in a post-

mortem human study, Stueber et al. introduced a linear function model of T1 with a dominant myelin 

concentration and showed that T1 was strongly influenced by MVF [17]. T1 mapping also confirmed 

high colocalization with myelinated regions and was used to assess the brain cortical myelination 

[12,18]. In the case of the QSM study, the magnetic susceptibility (χ) obtained from QSM shows linear 

relationships with diamagnetic myelin and paramagnetic iron contents, suggesting that magnetic 

susceptibility may be an important indicator of MVF in the WM, where most myelinated fibers are 
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distributed [17]. An in vivo QSM study on humans found changes in susceptibility to WM caused by 

myelination during brain development [19]. For rodents, an ex vivo comparison study between QSM 

and histology data (Luxol Fast Blue myelin staining) of mice (C57BL/6 mice, postnatal days [PND] 2–

56) showed that the magnetic susceptibility of the WM becomes more diamagnetic as the brain develops, 

and these changes in magnetic susceptibility are correlated with the intensity of myelin staining in the  

early developmental stage [20]. Another in vivo comparison between the MRI phase and histology 

(black gold II myelin staining) during early development in rats (Wistar rats, PND 3–40) showed that 

changes in phase contrast during development were well correlated with the optical intensity of 

histology data [21]. 

As observed in previous studies, both QSM and R1 methods are strong candidates for the 

measurement of myelin content and can facilitate the quantification process with proper validation. To 

confirm the reliability of these MRI-based myelin content quantification methods, careful verification 

is required through reference standard methods such as histology or electron microscopy (EM). EM is 

known to be one of the most reliable methods for measuring myelin content, because it has sufficient 

resolution to directly image the myelin structure. It is important to note that two studies have identified 

changes in myelin structures caused by aging in rodents using EM images [22,23]. Both scanning EM 

(SEM) studies of the optic nerves of mice (C57BL/6 J mice, postnatal month [PNM] 1 and 12) and 

transmission EM (TEM) studies in the pyramidal tract and spinal posterior funiculus of rats (Sprague 

Dawley rats, PND 14–PNM 26) have identified age-related volumetric and structural changes in myelin 

[22,23]. However, these studies presented cross-sectional time point measurements of myelin content, 

while other previous MRI myelin studies in rodents were only performed in the early developmental 

stage. To date, few studies have evaluated changes encompassing adolescence to middle and old age in 

rodents, with confirmation through the correlation between MRI and histological methods. In particular, 

in gerontology, the mapping of age-related changes in myelin content, especially defining the 

relationship between MRI- and EM-derived MVF parameters, should be of substantial help in  

understanding the myelin degradation process in the aging brain. 

In this study, our central objectives were (i) to establish and validate the relationship between MRI-

based measurements (QSM and R1) and EM-derived MVF, and (ii) to assess age-related changes in 

myelin content via ex vivo rat brain samples collected up to 20 months after birth. For this purpose, ex 

vivo MRI and TEM experiments were conducted to determine the relationship between MRI-derived 

R1 (1/T1) and QSM data and the corresponding absolute MVF values, respectively, for 6 weeks (n = 3), 

4 months (n = 3), and 20 months (n = 3) in the corpus callosum (CC) of normally aging ex vivo rat 

brains. Finite perturber method (FPM)-based simulations geometrically reconstructed using TEM data 

were performed to relate the magnetic field shift (ΔB) changes with respect to myelin structure, such as 
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MVF. Both theoretically and experimentally, the current investigation presents strong support for MRI-

derived volumetric quantification methods in assessing absolute myelin content in aging WM. 

 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Animal preparations 

Three young (6-week-old), three adult (4-month-old), and three old (20-month-old) female Sprague 

Dawley rats were used for the experiments with the approval of the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committees (IACUC) of Ulsan National University of Science and Technology. Young rats were 

obtained from Orient Bio (Gyeonggi, Republic of Korea), while adult and old rats were obtained from 

the Aging Tissue Bank (Pusan National University, Republic of Korea). All rats were anesthetized with 

isoflurane and intracardially perfused with saline solution and 10% neutral buffered formalin. After 

heart perfusion, to prevent brain tissue damage that may occur when extracting the brain from the skull, 

the brain was extracted with the skull and immediately fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin. The 

samples were then placed in a formalin-filled 30-mL syringe and adjusted so that the fiber direction in 

the CC was perpendicular to the main magnetic field. 

 

3.2.2 MRI experiments and postprocessing 

Three young All studies were performed using a 7 T MRI scanner (Bruker, Germany) with a 40 mm 

volume coil. The R1 maps were acquired using a rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement with 

variable repetition time (RARE-VTR) sequence with the following parameters [24] : repetition time 

(TR) = 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 700, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 5000 ms; TE = 8 ms; RARE factor = 1; 

matrix size = 256 × 256 pixels; field of view (FOV) = 25 × 25 mm2; number of averages (NA) = 4; 

number of slices = 1; and slice thickness = 0.4 mm (total scan time : 3 hours 39 minutes). For the QSM 

reconstruction, gradient echo data were acquired using a multi gradient echo (MGE) sequence with the 

following parameters : TR = 4000 ms; TE = 2.7–50.3 ms (echo images = 15, echo spacing = 3.4 ms); 

flip angle = 90°; matrix size = 256 × 256; FOV = 25 × 25 mm2; NA = 4; number of slices = 20; and 

slice thickness = 0.4 mm (total scan time : 1 hours 8 minutes). The slices that were consistently matched 

with the R1 measurement were used for the following QSM analysis.  

Voxel-wise R1 values were estimated by nonlinear least-squares data fitting using the function S(t) = 

S0 × (1 − e−t/T1), where S(t) is the time-dependent signal intensity at time t and S0 is the fully recovered 

signal intensity. 

QSM algorithms were implemented using the following steps: selection of the three shortest TEs (2.7, 

6.1, and 9.5 ms); temporal phase unwrapping followed by a weighted linear least-square fitting [25]; 

Laplacian-based spatial phase unwrapping [26]; total field acquisition; removal of the background field 
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using the Laplacian boundary value method [27]; and deconvolution of the magnetic field with the 

dipole kernel to solve the field-to-source inverse problem by the morphology-enabled dipole inversion 

method [28]. The reason for calculating QSM by selecting the shortest TEs in this process is to obtain 

high signal-to-noise susceptibility maps. For QSM quantification, the mean of the whole brain was used 

as a reference.  

Among the WM regions, the CC was selected as the region of interest (ROI) because it is the largest 

WM structure in the brain [29]. Each ROI voxel was classified into its age group (young, adult, or old), 

and then averaged for mean and histogram analyses. The Kruskal–Wallis test with Bonferroni 

correction was used to identify statistical differences between the age groups. All postprocessing steps 

were performed using MATLAB (MathWorks). 

 

3.2.3 TEM processing 

After the MRI experiment, the CC from the brain was extracted and cut into 1 mm3 tissue blocks 

from the same slice used for MRI. The cut samples were fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide in phosphate 

buffer, dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol to propylene oxide, embedded in Eponate 12 resin (Ted 

Pella Inc., Redding, USA), and cured in an oven at 60 °C. The samples were then sliced into ultra-thin 

sections (approximately 100 nm) using an ultramicrotome (EM UC7, Leica) and imaged on a TEM 

(Tecnai G2 F20 X-Twin, FEI) operated at 200 kV. The sample preparation procedure is shown in Figure 

3.1. For MVF analysis, 3–7 images were collected per animal with a magnification factor of 2,300. 

Approximately 60–150 myelinated axons were measured in each image. Each myelinated axon was 

segmented using GIMP (https://www.gimp.org/), and MVF calculations were performed using 

MATLAB. The myelin segmentation method was performed according to the procedure of [30]. 

 

3.2.4 Simulation 

FPM-based simulations were performed to investigate the effects of the structural factors of a voxel 

affected by neighboring voxels [31]. This was motivated by the notion that voxel-wise magnetic 

susceptibility estimation in QSM depends on the phase accumulation in neighboring voxels, as well as 

the central voxel [32]. Each TEM image (matrix size = 2048 × 2048 pixels) was under-sampled to 200 

× 200 pixels, stacked to form a 3D TEM image matrix (matrix size = 200 × 200 × 200 voxels, unit voxel 

length = 0.04 μm), and located at the center of an empty space (matrix size = 600 × 600 × 600 voxels). 

Myelinated axon structures were distributed in the matrix in a perpendicular orientation with respect to 

the main magnetic field (θ = 90°; θ is the angle between the myelinated axon and the magnetic field). 

The ΔB map was calculated by FPM with magnetic field strength (B0) = 7 T; magnetic susceptibility of 

myelin = − 0.13 ppm [31,33]. The resulting ΔB map was under-sampled to 3 × 3 × 3 voxels with a unit 
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voxel length of 8 μm to consider TEM image portion as single voxel. For zero-padding process, under-

sampled ΔB map was located at the center of the empty space (matrix size = 101 × 101 × 101 voxels). 

Subsequently, QSM algorithms were implemented using deconvolution of the ΔB map with the dipole 

kernel to solve the field-to-source inverse problem by dipole inversion with total variation 

regularization [34]. Only one center voxel of the resulting QSM map was used for analysis to match 

that of the corresponding MRI QSM image. This TEM-based QSM simulation process is described in 

Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.1. Summary of the overall TEM sample preparation procedure. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Summary of the overall TEM-based QSM simulation process. 
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Additionally, simulations were performed on a hollow cylinder model to investigate the anisotropic 

susceptibility effect of myelin on the relationship between QSM and MVF [35]. A hollow cylinder 

structure was created with a matrix size of 101 × 101 × 101 voxels (unit voxel length = 0.02 μm), where 

the outer radius length was maintained at 50 voxels. Five cases with different g-ratio and MVF values 

were used to measure the structural effects from the equation: g-ratio = 0.9 (MVF = 15%); g-ratio = 0.8 

(MVF = 28%); g-ratio = 0.7 (MVF = 39%); g-ratio = 0.6 (MVF = 49%); and g-ratio = 0.5 (MVF = 

58%). After setting the structures, the resulting matrix was centered in an empty space (matrix size = 

303 × 303 × 303 voxels). Two different contrast mechanisms, hollow cylinder models formed from a 

material that considers only isotropic susceptibility, while both isotropic + anisotropic susceptibilities 

were used with the following parameters: isotropic susceptibility (χI) = − 0.12 ppm; anisotropic 

susceptibility (χA) = − 0.12 ppm; B0 = 7 T; and θ = 90° [35]. The ΔB map calculations were conducted 

analytically following a previous report [35]. Subsequently, QSM simulation followed identical 

processes, which were used for TEM myelin images as described in the above paragraph.  

 

3.3 Results 

Representative ex vivo R1 mapping and QSM results of the 6 week-, 4-, and 20 month axial brains 

(Bregma: − 6 mm) are shown in Figure 3.3. The area of the CC is indicated by the red line in Figure 

3.3A. The increase in R1 and the decrease in magnetic susceptibility values with aging were apparent in 

the CC (Figures. 3.3B and 3.3C). Most of the R-squared (R2) values for ex vivo data fitting of R1 values 

exceeded 0.96, as indicated by the representative R2 maps (Figure 3.4A). The representative voxel fitting 

curves showed a significant increase in R1 values from RARE-VTR signal curves with the aging CC 

(Figure 3.4B). 

 

 

Figure 3.3. Representative MRI images. (A) Proton density-weighted image with ROI of the CC region 

(red). Representative (B) R1 maps and (C) QSM results of rats in young (6 weeks), adult (4 months), 

and old (20 months) groups. 
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Figure 3.4. Qualities of ex vivo R1 fitting. RARE-VTR sequence: (A) representative R2 maps and (B) 

representative voxel fitting curves in CC regions of young (blue), adult (green), and old (red) groups. 

 

All ex vivo R1 and QSM measurements are shown in Figure 3.5. Mean R1 values significantly 

increased with age (p < 0.0001, Kruskal–Wallis test followed by Bonferroni correction), as shown by 

the violin plots in Figure 3.5A. Mean magnetic susceptibility values significantly decreased with aging 

(p < 0.0001, Kruskal–Wallis test followed by Bonferroni correction), as shown by the violin plots in 

Figure 3.5B. The rates of such changes appear to slow down in the aging stage (adult to old section) for 

both R1 and magnetic susceptibility values and can be clearly identified by comparing the slopes of the 

trend line for each interval. A negative linear relationship was found between R1 and the magnetic 

susceptibility values in the CC regions. The correlation (Pearson's correlation coefficient r = − 0.8673; 

p < 0.01) between mean R1 and magnetic susceptibility values for each case is shown in Figure 3.5C.  

 

 

Figure 3.5. Summarized ex vivo R1 and QSM measurements. Histogram distributions (violin plots) of 

measured (A) R1 and (B) χ for young (6 weeks), adult (4 months), and old (20 months) age groups 
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(Kruskal-Wallis; p < 0.0001 is denoted as *). Dotted trend lines in the histograms connect corresponding 

median values of each group. Scatter plot between R1 and QSM data using (C) mean values (y = − 

0.1440x + 0.1091; r = − 0.8673; p < 0.01) with linear fit lines. Blue dots: young groups, green dots: 

adult groups, red dots: old groups. 

 

Representative raw TEM images and corresponding myelin sheath segmented images of 6 week-, 4-, 

and 20 month old CCs are shown in Figure 3.6A. In the segmented TEM images, myelin sheaths and 

axons were red- and white-colored. It can be clearly observed that the volume fractions of myelinated 

regions increase substantially with aging, as shown in Figure 3.6A. The scatterplot between mean MVF 

(MVFmean) and MRI-derived mean R1 data (R1mean) for nine cases is shown in the top panel of Figure 

3.6B (R1mean = 0.7948 × MVFmean + 0.8118, r = 0.9138; p < 0.01). The scatterplot between mean MVF 

and MRI-derived mean χ (χmeasured,mean) values are also shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.6B 

(χmeasured,mean = − 0.1218 × MVFmean − 0.006345, r = − 0.8435; p < 0.01). MVF values tended to increase 

with age, ranging from 10% to 30%. R1mean values ranged from 0.86 to 1.05 (1/s), and χmeasured,mean values 

ranged from − 0.012 to − 0.041 (ppm). Detailed MRI- and TEM-derived values are summarized in 

Table 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.6. TEM derived MVF and ex vivo MRI (R1 and QSM) correlations. (A) Representative TEM 

images (left) and segmented TEM images (right) of young (6 weeks), adult (4 months), and old (20 
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months) age groups. Scale bar = 2 μm. In segmented images, each area is  divided by color (background : 

black; axon : white; myelin sheath : red). (B) Scatter plots of mean MVF & mean R1 data (top; y = 

0.7948x + 0.8118; r = 0.9138; p < 0.001), and mean MVF & mean QSM data (bottom; y = − 0.1218x 

− 0.006345; r = − 0.8435; p < 0.01) with linear fit lines. Blue dots : young groups, green dots : adult 

groups, red dots : old groups. 

 

 

Table 3.1. Detailed TEM and MRI data analysis results of all samples. 

 

The geometries of the FPM-based simulations are shown in Figure 3.7. Each TEM image was 

reconstructed into a 3D image and centered in 26× larger adjacent spaces to compute the ΔB map (Figure 

3.7). Representative TEM-based images and calculated the ΔB maps of 6 week-, 4-, and 20 month old 

CC are shown in Figure 3.8A. It can be seen that as MVF changes with age, it also affects the ΔB values 

(Figure 3.8A). The scatterplot between QSM simulation-derived χ (χsimulated) versus the corresponding 

MVF value of each TEM image is shown in the top panel of Figure 3.8B (MVF = − 5.7359 × χsimulated + 

0.01393, r = − 0.9648; p < 0.01). The scatterplot between QSM simulation-derived mean χ (χsimulated,mean) 

values from TEM images versus the corresponding χmeasured,mean values from MRI are also shown in the 

bottom panel of Figure 3.8B (χmeasured,mean = 0.7472 × χsimulated,mean − 0.006144, r = 0.8958; p < 0.01) for 

nine cases. Simulated χ values ranged from − 0.008 to − 0.057 ppm and tended to decrease negatively 

with aging. It can be seen that the range of the simulated χ values is similar to the measured χ values. 
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Figure 3.7. Simulation geometry to measure ΔB of the surrounding voxels. (A) The representative TEM 

image, (B) 3D reconstructed views of TEM image, and (C) entire TEM-based simulation geometry 

matrix in the young (6 week) age sample. 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Simulation results and analyses. (A) 2D slice views of representative TEM-based simulated 

images (left) and simulated ΔB maps (right) of young (6 weeks), adult (4 months), and old (20 months) 

age groups. These TEM-based myelin cylinders aligned perpendicular to B0 (θ = 90°). (B) Scatter plots 

of simulated χ & MVF data (r = − 0.9648; p < 0.01) and mean simulated χ & mean measured χ data (r 

= 0.8958; p < 0.01) with linear fit lines. Blue dots: young groups, green dots: adult groups, red dots: old 

groups. 
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3.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

To date, MRI-based myelin studies in rodent models have been conducted and are primarily available 

to investigate the early stages of WM development with associated histological validations [20,21]. On 

the other hand, studies of the aging effects on myelin beyond the developmental stages are rare, and 

only recently have EM studies identified aging-affected structural changes in the myelin sheath of 

rodent WM [22,23]. Despite its capability to visualize ultrahigh resolution images, EM requires 

complicated sample preparation and fixation processes for limited 2D assessment of  the myelin 

structure, and may not be suitable for efficient volumetric evaluation of ex vivo samples. In this respect, 

two MRI methods, QSM and R1, offer highly robust quantitative options to assess volumetric myelin 

content, bypassing the complicated sample preparation. When compared, the QSM method is known to 

be advantageous for its fast acquisition and simplicity, and although deemed equally promising, the R1 

measurement method requires a much longer acquisition time. However, no quantitative comparison of 

the accuracy between the two MRI methods is yet available. Therefore, in the current study, using MVF 

by TEM as the gold standard for comparison, the linearity of the relationship between MRI-derived 

QSM (or R1) results and MVF was investigated to assess and determine the utility of these MRI methods 

in the aging study of rat CC samples collected over a wide range of ages. 

In young rodents, MVF rapidly increases with age, with a sharp increase in the number of myelinated 

axons in the WM [20,21,36]. After this period, the aged myelinated axons became thicker and larger, 

but the rate of the MVF increase decreased because of the degenerative alterations of myelin, such as 

the splitting and decompaction of the myelin lamellae [22,23,37,38]. The results of the present ex vivo 

MRI and TEM studies appeared to reflect such trends as well, in which the TEM analysis confirmed 

that the MVF change in rat CC increased significantly (from 10% to 20%) at early stages (young to 

adult), while the MVF change was relatively small (from 20% to 30%) at older stages, as shown in 

Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1. Similarly, for QSM, there was a relatively large change in magnetic 

susceptibility in the early stages of development (Figure 3.5B), and R1 also showed a large change at 

young ages, indicating that R1 and magnetic susceptibility values could be used to represent MVF in 

the myelin evaluation of ex vivo CC (Figure 3.5). 

The relationships between these two parameters and MVF are also supported by the correlation 

results. Between R1 and QSM results, the mean correlation values across the quantified samples showed 

a significant linear relationship (r = − 0.8673; p < 0.01) (Figure 3.5C). Correlation analyses of R1 and 

QSM in the CC region confirmed that the trends of R1 and magnetic susceptibility values, which change 

with age, are closely related. Analysis of the relationship between MVF and either R1 or QSM, revealed 

that both R1mean (r = 0.9138; p < 0.01) and χmeasured,mean (r = − 0.8435; p < 0.01) showed strong linear 

correlations with MVF (Figure 3.6B). The fact that the increase in MVF with aging is highly correlated 
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with the changes in R1 and magnetic susceptibility suggests that these parameters could be quantitatively 

calibrated to assess myelin content. Since the QSM method is faster than R1 acquisition and requires 

much less sample preparation than TEM, the significant linear relationship of magnetic susceptibility 

to R1 and MVF values in aging CC suggests the usefulness of volumetric MVF monitoring using QSM. 

FPM simulation using TEM data showed that MVF content in the central voxel was mainly 

responsible for ΔB changes in the neighboring voxels (Figure 3.8). As such, in the QSM simulation, the 

changes in χsimulated values evaluated based on ΔB information, including neighboring voxels, reflected 

the increase in MVF (r = − 0.9648; p < 0.01) in the CC of aging rats (Figure 3.8B). Analysis of the 

correlation between χsimulated,mean (TEM) and χmeasured,mean (MRI) revealed a significant linear correlation 

(r = 0.8958; p < 0.01), confirming that the simulated and MRI-measured magnetic susceptibility values 

were consistent (Figure 3.8B). These results show that the FPM-based QSM simulation accurately 

reflects the volumetric effect of myelin by MRI. 

Although the current FPM-based simulation considers only the isotropic susceptibility of myelin, 

myelin is reported to exhibit anisotropic susceptibility [33, 35]. Therefore, analytical ΔB calculations 

and QSM simulations for a simple hollow cylinder model were performed as complementary analyses 

to consider the effect of anisotropic susceptibility on MVF (Figure 3.9). Comparing the cases for (1) 

isotropic susceptibility alone and (2) isotropic + anisotropic susceptibilities in QSM simulations, a 

strong linear correlation (r = 0.9999; p < 0.01) was found between the two cases (Figure 3.9B). In 

addition, the simulated susceptibility (including anisotropic susceptibility in the model) decreased 

linearly with increasing MVF in the experimentally observed range (Figure 3.9C). Based on these 

results, the linear trend of our simulation results between QSM and MVF values would not change, 

even if the anisotropic susceptibility was considered in the QSM models; however, absolute values may 

need to be adjusted to facilitate a quantitative comparison with respect to MRI-derived QSM values. 
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Figure 3.9. Hollow cylinder model simulation results and analyses. Simulated hollow cylinder model 

with different g-ratio and MVF. (A) Simulated maps of hollow cylinder model formed from a material 

with isotropic susceptibility (χI), anisotropic susceptibility (χA), and the sum of these values (χI + χA). 

These hollow cylinder models aligned perpendicular to B0 (θ = 90°). (B) Scatter plot of simulated 

susceptibilities of χI and χI + χA cases (r = 0.9999; p < 0.01) with linear fit lines. (C) Simulated 

susceptibilities of χI + χA cases with MVF. The red arrow between dotted lines shows the MVF range 

measured by TEM. 

 

Despite the demonstrated correlations, there were a few limitations to our study. First, the variability 

of the magnetic susceptibility change by diverse geometric presence of myelinated axons with respect 

to B0-orientations was not considered [17,39,40]. In this study, the orientations of myelinated axons 

were set perpendicular to the B0 field to match the field variations between the simulation and 

experiments. However, studies considering variable orientations of perturbers may be important and 

can be used to assess the possible presence of directional preferences in axon development. Second, our 

study did not examine the longitudinal relaxation rate or magnetic susceptibility changes due to iron 

content [17,41]. Paramagnetic iron also accumulates as the brain ages, which could alter the longitudinal 

relaxation rate and offset the magnetic susceptibility values corresponding to myelin content [17,42–

44]. Since the QSM algorithm we used was calculated based on the average susceptibility of the whole 

brain, changes such as iron accumulation that increase with age in the rest of the brain may be reflected, 

thus confounding the interpretation. However, the amount of iron that accumulates in CC is typically 

much lower (261.8 nmol/g of the CC) than in gray matter (GM) areas such as the substantia nigra 

(1404.0 nmol/g of the substantia nigra) [45,46]. Therefore, we hypothesized that the amount of iron did 

not significantly affect R1 or QSM measurement accuracy of myelin content in the aging rat brain CC. 
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Additionally, considering the previously reported minor changes in iron content in aged CCs, CC is 

also an optimal brain region for measuring changes in R1 and QSM values that are directly related to 

changes in MVF during aging [45]. However, our study has a limitation that it is applied only to the CC 

region, so a thorough investigation of the MR parameter changes in the additional WM regions will be 

of great help in quantitative evaluation of MVF. Third, ex vivo MRI studies must consider changes in 

tissue magnetic properties due to the effects of chemical fixation and temperature. In many studies, T1 

was found to have reduced values compared to in vivo measurements due to formalin fixation 

[14,17,47–49]. Temperature is considered to be a factor influencing T1 by mediating changes in MR 

relaxation times that result from temperature differences between in vivo and ex vivo conditions. In the 

case of QSM, since magnetic susceptibility is also affected by chemical fixation and temperature, it 

may be difficult to accurately translate ex vivo MRI QSM studies [50–52], even although the contrast 

of post-mortem QSM within brain tissues was reported to be maintained by in vivo MRI [53]. Therefore, 

careful interpretation of the above should be considered for in vivo quantification of MRI T1 and 

magnetic susceptibility values in myelin content estimation. Finally, the original QSM method 

computed ΔB through phase unwrapping from the measured MRI phases and then calculated 

susceptibility through field-to-source inversion, but our simulation performed QSM using ΔB 

information [3,32]. Along with the anisotropic susceptibility of myelin, different relaxation times 

between different microstructural compartments of the rat CC may induce the nonlinear accumulation 

of phase signals. However, these effects and molecular diffusion during MR acquisition were not 

included in our QSM simulation. Further rigorous simulation validations are needed to investigate the 

effect of the anisotropic susceptibility and the molecular diffusion in the quantitative assessment of 

myelin content from QSM. 

In summary, our simulation and experimental studies examined the effects of myelin content, 

validated by TEM on MRI magnetic susceptibility and longitudinal relaxation parameters in the ex vivo 

WM samples. This was performed to validate the linear dependences of R1 and QSM values on the 

absolute MVF for aging brain CC. The linear relationship between R1 and QSM, known as an MRI-

based myelin quantifying imaging method, showed that both parameters similarly reflected changes in 

myelin content caused by aging. The ex vivo MRI results and those of MVF by TEM from naturally 

aging CC quantitatively showed clear linear relationships between MRI parameters (R1 and magnetic 

susceptibility values) and TEM-derived MVF. Utilizing FPM-based QSM simulations based on TEM 

data, simulated magnetic susceptibility values were found to be highly sensitive to MVF and showed a 

significant correlation with magnetic susceptibility values measured by MRI. These results suggest that 

the volumetric information of myelin obtained by MRI QSM and longitudinal relaxation rate may be 

considered directly as an ex vivo MRI surrogate for MVF in aging brain WM. 
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The original source of Chapter 3 is the article, Cho, H., Lee, H., Gong, Y., Kim, Y. R., Cho, J., & 

Cho, H. J. (2022). Quantitative susceptibility mapping and R1 measurement: Determination of the 

myelin volume fraction in the aging ex vivo rat corpus callosum. NMR in Biomedicine, 35(3), e4645. 
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Chapter 4. Access to the relationship between myelin volume fraction and R2 

measurement 

 

4.1 Introduction 

White matter (WM), which constitutes nearly half of the human brain, comprises millions of bundles 

of axons and actively influences brain learning and functioning [54]. Many axons in the WM are tightly 

surrounded by a lipid-protein membrane structure called myelin, which exists in the form of repetitive 

multilamellar layers [4,6,54]. Myelin promotes various brain functions by increasing the speed and 

efficiency of action potential transmission [55]. The measurements of myelin content in WM, such as 

myelin volume fraction (MVF), which directly affect signal conduction speed [6,54], are important for 

studies of normal development and neurodegenerative diseases [10,56]. 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been widely used to non-invasively investigate 

microstructural effects, such as myelination in WM. Direct imaging of non-aqueous protons of myelin 

in conventional MRI is difficult because of their short T2 (50 μs < T2 < 1 ms) [56]. An ultrashort echo 

time (UTE) sequence was developed to measure non-aqueous protons directly in the myelin, but this 

technique has recently been developed and limitations such as signal contamination by other 

macromolecules are present, requiring additional validation [57]. Therefore, quantitative MRI 

techniques currently used for myelin imaging are primarily based on compartmental assessment of 

myelin content.  

Various MRI methods are being studied for quantitative analysis of myelin [10,12,58]; among these, 

myelin water imaging (MWI) is considered a representative method for evaluating the  water 

components of myelin [59]. MWI is a quantitative MRI technique based on myelin water fraction 

(MWF) measurement, which is the fraction of MR signals from water captured in the myelin sheath 

bilayer [12]. The multi-echo T2 technique is a method for measuring T2 through signal decay curves 

from multiple echo times (TE) obtained by applying a 90° pulse followed by a train of 180° pulses 

[60,61], which is the most common method for estimating MWF [11]. In routine MWI, signals 

measured by the multiple spin echo sequence are separated into a short-T2 component (myelin water; 

10–40 ms from human WM) and long-T2 component (intra- and extra-cellular (IE) water; 40–200 ms 

from human WM) through nonnegative least-squares (NNLS) algorithm to derive MWF [11,62]. 

Myelin MRI studies on humans are difficult to verify with histological counterparts, so MWI studies 

using animal models are being actively conducted for the direct comparative quantifications.  

In rodent WM studies, several MWI studies of short-T2 components have shown correlations between 

histological image analysis and MRI-derived MWF in rat sciatic nerves and spinal cords [63–65]. 
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However, performing MWI to extract short-T2 components in the brain WM (both in vivo and ex vivo) 

in rodent studies appears to be somewhat inconsistent. An in vivo rat study by Does and Gore reported 

that multi-echo based MR signal at 4.7T predominantly exhibited a mono-exponential T2 relaxation in 

brain corpus callosum (CC) region [66]. In addition, Thiessen et al. tried to extract short-T2 components 

from the CC via multiple spin echo sequences with 10 ms echo spacing in an ex vivo mouse study at 

7T MRI, but no short-T2 component was apparently found [67]. On the other hand, it was reported that 

the short-T2 components from the CC were observed in ex vivo mouse studies at 7T [16], and 15.2T 

MRI [68]. The observed ex vivo results may be attributed to factors such as the nature of the fixative, 

duration of fixation and washing, which could lead to the loss of detectable (separable)  short-T2 

components. Generally, chemical fixation is known to reduce T2 in brain regions by affecting the tissue's 

magnetic properties, making analysis of myelin water signals difficult [48,69,70]. Currently, there is no 

conclusive evidence supporting the validity of ex vivo compartmental MRI-T2 values (without separable 

short T2 component) obtained through conventional fixation methods as an alternative means of 

measuring MVF in the WM of the rat brain. 

The main objective of this study is to determine whether myelin volume information can be detected 

even when short-T2 component is undetectable due to effect such as fixation in post-mortem brain. This 

study evaluates age-related myelin changes in post-mortem rat CCs through a conventional simple 

fixation method without prolonged washout. First, multiple spin echo sequence-based signals were 

obtained through MRI experiments on each age group, and then the obtained signals were analyzed 

through mono- and multi-exponential relaxation fitting processes. In this study, R2 (the reciprocal of T2) 

values derived through the fitting processes were used under the assumption that there was a linear and 

positive correlation with the age-related myelin volumetric changes. After MRI experiments, 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) processing was performed to directly evaluate the myelin 

content as histological verification. Thereafter, as a theoretical verification step, relaxation rate by 

diffusion of protons (R2,IE) in the presence of susceptibility induced magnetic field variations due to 

myelin were calculated from each TEM image to verify the susceptibility effect of myelin in IE water 

signals. The relationship between MRI-R2 values and TEM-derived myelin contents in aging ex vivo 

rat CC was derived and rationalized by correlating the mono- and multi-exponential relaxation fitting 

results of the multiple spin echo sequence-based R2 measurement, TEM-derived myelin volume fraction 

(MVF) parameter, and simulated susceptibility effects of IE water (R2,IE). 
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4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Animal preparations 

All experimental procedures were performed with the approval of the Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committees (IACUC) of the Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology (UNISTIACUC 

-19-01). Three groups of female Sprague-Dawley rats (n = 9) of different ages were used: Young, Adult, 

and Old groups. 6-week-old rats were selected as a Young (n = 3) and purchased from Orient Bio 

(Gyeonggi, Republic of Korea). Adult (n = 3) and Old (n = 3) consisted of 4- and 20-month-old rats, 

respectively, and were purchased from the Aging Tissue Bank (Pusan National University, Republic of 

Korea). To obtain clearly fixed brains, intracardiac perfusion with saline and 10 % neutral buffered 

formalin was performed in anesthetized rats. Subsequently, the brains were extracted while preserving 

the skull so as not to directly damage the brain, and after removing all external tissues of the skull, the 

brains (in skull) were post-fixed in 10 % neutral buffered formalin. This fixation process was performed 

over 6 and a half months in the all group until the fluctuations in MRI values due to fixation were 

sufficiently stable (at least 5 months) [71]. The sufficiently fixed samples were sealed in formalin-filled 

30 mL syringes and used for MRI experiments at room temperature [72].  

 

4.2.2 MRI acquisition and analyses 

MRI data were obtained using a 40 mm volume coil on a 7T animal MRI scanner (7.0T Bruker 

PharmaScan; Bruker Biospin, Ettlingen, Germany). The multi-echo spin-echo sequence acquisition was 

run with repetition time (TR) = 4000 ms, TE = 8–384 ms (echo images = 48, echo spacing = 8 ms), 

field of view = 25 × 25 mm2; matrix size = 256 × 256; slice thickness = 0.4 mm; number of slices = 1; 

and number of averages (NA) = 4 (total scan time: 1 h 8 min). For all samples, a slice position located 

at -6 mm from bregma was used, which was estimated based on the skull of each sample and assisted 

by the Rat Brain Atlas [73]. Here, gradient spoilers were applied before each excitation RF pulse to 

minimize previous signals and also applied on both sides of the refocusing RF pulses to minimize 

unwanted coherences. In all samples, the angle between the axons of the CC region and the main 

magnetic field was positioned to be perpendicular based on information from the Diffusion Tensor 

Imaging Atlas of the Rat Brain [74]. 

All MRI data analyses were performed using MATLAB R2022a (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, 

Massachusetts, USA), and the CC, the largest WM region in the brain [29], was manually segmented 

and used as a region of interest (ROI).  

Quantitative MRI-measured R2 values for each pixel were calculated by nonlinear least-square curve 

fitting as a mono-exponential relaxation equation (S(TE) = S0e
-TE R2 + Soffset ), where S0 is the amplitude 

of signal at TE = 0 and Soffset is a baseline constant used to minimize the fitting and represents a non-
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zero baseline for considering signals that may not converge to zero [75,76]. In addition to R2, S0 and 

Soffset values are also fitted for each pixel. ROI averages of R2 over pixels for each age group were used 

for mono-exponential relaxation data analysis.  

A multi-exponential relaxation fitting process was additionally applied to confirm that the short-T2 

components were detected. Here, this signal is assumed to be a multi-exponential relaxation signal, and 

expressed in a general equation (𝑆(TE) =∑ Sj
M
j =1 e-TE/T2,j + Soffset), where Sj is the relative amplitude 

corresponding to each relaxation time component T2j, and M is the number of logarithmically spaced 

T2j components. Based on this equation, multi-exponential relaxation fitting was implemented with a 

NNLS algorithm for T2 values logarithmically spaced between 4 ms and 500 ms (M = 200), and 

minimum curvature regularization was also performed to smooth the resulting T2 spectrum 

(regularization parameter μ = 0.002) [62, 77]. For the signal amplitude used in this process, the average 

values of the pixels in the ROI were used, and the average of non-zero T2 values of the resulting T2 

spectrum for each sample was derived as T2,Multi (the reciprocal: R2,Multi). This set of analyses was 

performed using the freely available multi-exponential relaxation analysis (MERA) toolbox for 

MATLAB [78]. Also, in each fitting process (both mono- and multi-), the R-squared (R2; the coefficient 

of determination) value that measures each goodness-of-fit is calculated and used for fitting evaluation. 

As an additional study, it was investigated whether short-T2 and long-T2 components could be 

separated from T2 spectra obtained through multi-exponential fitting through a single threshold across 

different age groups by setting a T2-cutoff value. The MWF of each spectrum is calculated as the ratio 

of signals with T2 lower than the T2-cutoff value to the total signals in the T2 spectrum, and the T2-cutoff 

value was set to the best match between the MVF and MWF values for each sample. Here, one of the 

6-week-old and 20-month-old samples was selected and analyzed how the MWF value changes 

according to each T2-cutoff value. 

 

4.2.3 Microscopy 

Each sample was processed for histological verification by TEM as follows: extraction of CC from 

the same slice location used for MRI (-6 mm from bregma), sectioning the upper left corner of CC to 

make a 1 mm3 tissue block, fixation of the tissue block in 1 % osmium tetroxide in a phosphate buffer, 

dehydration through ethanol and propylene oxide, and curing in Eponate 12 resin (Ted Pella Inc., 

Redding, USA). Fully cured tissue blocks were cut into ultrathin sections (100 nm) perpendicular to the 

axis of the WM fibers by an ultramicrotome (EM UC7, Leica). Ultrathin sections were then examined 

using TEM (Tecnai G2 F20 X-Twin, FEI) operated at 200 kV, collecting 3–7 images per sample 

consecutively with a magnification factor of 2,300. 60–150 myelinated axons were measured for each 

image, and at least 200–300 myelinated axons were measured for each sample. These TEM processes 
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have been described in detail in a previous study [72]. Subsequently, 2D TEM images were manually 

segmented into three compartments (intra-cellular space, myelin, and extra-cellular space) using GIMP 

(https://www.gimp.org/). In this process, each axon was classified individually, making it possible to 

measure the myelin sheath thickness (MST) of each axon. The MVF value was calculated as the 

proportion of pixels corresponding to the myelin region among the total pixels of the segmented TEM 

image, using MATLAB. The mean MST value of each TEM image was calculated by the sphere fitting 

method using BoneJ [79–81], and image analysis plugin in ImageJ [82]. These processes are described 

in Figure 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Brief description of how to calculate TEM-derived parameters (MVF and MST) from TEM 

image. Representative (A) TEM image and (B) segmented image (scale bar = 2 μm). In the segmented 

TEM image, each color-coded rectangle (black, red, and white) indicates the area of the corresponding 

compartment, and MVF is calculated through these areas. (C) Graphical MST map of TEM image. 

Thicker the MST of the axon, brighter the color. 

 

4.2.4 Simulation part 1: field perturbation mapping 

The field perturbation-dependent components of multiple spin echo sequence-based MRI-T2 can be 

considered as follows [83,84]: 

1

T2

= 
1

T2,0

 + 
1

T2,D

         (1) 

where T2,0 is the inherent relaxation due to spin-spin interactions, and T2,D is the relaxation due to 

diffusion of protons in the field perturbation map. This Eq. (1) states that the diffusion of water protons 

during the presence of field perturbation due to myelin may affect the multiple spin echo signal. When 

analyzing the effect of T2,D, the diffusion in the myelin area is insignificant compared to other 

compartments [65], so the main diffusion area is regarded as the IE spaces and T2,D can be expressed as 
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T2,IE (the reciprocal: R2,IE). In this part, using the TEM data, TEM-based simulations were performed to 

investigate how multiple spin echo sequence-based signals were affected by diffusing water protons in 

the presence of inhomogeneous magnetic field due to susceptibility difference between myelin and 

underlying brain tissues in IE spaces.  

The simulation process consists of a generation part of the field perturbation map generated by the 

myelin structures, and a computational part of the multiple spin echo sequence-based signal generated 

by diffusing protons in the presence of generated local field perturbations. Three -compartment 

segmented 2D TEM images (matrix size = 2048 × 2048 pixels with resolution = 0.0047 µm), which 

were used for MVF and MST calculations, were used as realistic geometric models for simulations. In 

these simulations, the myelinated axons were assumed to be infinitely hollow cylinders along the 

longitudinal direction. 

The first step in the field perturbation mapping part was to define the magnetic susceptibility of the 

pixels. For myelin, magnetic susceptibility anisotropy due to the orientation of the myelin phospholipids 

must be considered for accurate simulation [77–79]. Thus, total magnetic susceptibility of myelin Χ 

takes the form of a rank 2 tensor, expressed as the sum of the isotropic (Χi, where tensor parts χ∥ = χ⊥) 

and anisotropic susceptibility components (Χa, where tensor parts χ∥ ≠ χ⊥) as follows [35,85–87]: 

Χ = Χi + Χa = [ 

χi 0 0

0 χi 0

0 0 χi

 ] + [ 

χa 0 0

0 -
χa

2
0

0 0 -
χa

2
 

]          (2) 

where χi and χa denote the isotropic and anisotropic magnetic susceptibility constants of myelin, 

respectively. In this study, χi and χa of myelin were set to - 0.13 ppm and - 0.15 ppm, which were 

determined by reference to several literatures [33,35,87,88]. The magnetic susceptibilities of IE spaces 

were set to zero. After that, susceptibility tensor is expressed as a common reference frame of the axon 

ΧR, computed as follows [35,87,88]: 

XR = Rz(ϕ) Χ Rz
T(ϕ)          (3) 

where Rz(ϕ) is the rotation matrix and ϕ is the angle between phospholipids and the magnetic field B0. 

Phospholipid orientation of each axon is calculated by smoothing through a Gaussian filter to generate 

the gradient from extra- to intra-cellular space, a detailed process for which is described by Hédouin et 

al. [88]. Using the susceptibility tensor map ΧR calculated in the previous step, field perturbation map 

∆B in the frequency domain is calculated as described in Li et al. [89]. Calculation of the 2D field 

perturbation map assumed that the geometries of the axons were constant in 3D, and the orientation of 

axons was fixed perpendicular to the magnetic field. In this process, the magnetic field strength was 

fixed at 7T as in the MRI experiment. 
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4.2.5 Simulation part 2:  Signal decay in IE spaces due to field perturbations 

To simulate the relaxation rate due to diffusion in the presence of inhomogeneous magnetic field in 

IE spaces (R2,IE), the diffusion effect of the protons is added so that the phase accumulation by random 

diffusion is applied at each time-step. Protons are randomly distributed and diffused through a Monte-

Carlo approach in the presence of TEM-derived field perturbation map. In this Monte-Carlo diffusion 

model, it is assumed that the myelin region is impermeable so that protons can only diffuse within each 

initially randomly assigned compartment (IE spaces and myelin). In addition, it is assumed that 

diffusion of protons in myelin region is neglected because diffusion in myelin region is very negligible 

compared to other compartments [65]. These settings were established to see how protons in the 

inhomogeneous magnetic field affect the signal, excluding effects such as water exchange between 

compartments in MRI-R2 measurements. Detailed mechanisms of how protons are moved by diffusion 

coefficient and time-step are described in Pathak et al. [31]. The total phase φ accumulating due to the 

diffusion of protons is calculated as follows [31]: 

φn(t) =∑  2π ∆B(pn(j∆t)) ∆t t /∆t
j = 1          (4) 

where ∆t is the diffusion time-step and pn is the position of nth proton through time t. As protons diffuse, 

the accumulated phase periodically refocused from 180° pulses, and signals are extracted based on the 

accumulated phase information for each TE. The simulated multiple spin echo sequence-based signal 

due to the diffusion effect is calculated as follows [31]: 

S(t) =
1

N
∑ eiφn(t)N

n = 1           (5) 

where N is the number of protons through time t. Using the extracted signal for each TE, simulated R2,IE 

values by diffusion of protons for each TEM image were calculated by nonlinear least-square curve 

fitting. The parameters related to diffusion used in simulation were as follows : number of protons = 

50,000; TE = 8–104 ms (echo images = 13, echo spacing = 8 ms); ∆t = 0.02 ms; apparent diffusion 

coefficient (ADC) = 2 μm2/ms [90]; and NA = 2. Here, the range of TE is a value obtained through 

experiments, and is set as the time taken until all signals to reach the baseline. 

 

4.3 Results 

Representative MRI positioning and ex vivo MRI-R2 maps for each age group are shown in Figure 

4.2. The location of the slice used for the MRI experiment is illustrated in Figure 4.2A. The CC regions 

of each sample used as ROIs are marked in white in Figure 4.2B. In the mono-exponential relaxation 

fitting case, an increase in R2 values due to aging within CC was evident (Figure 4.2B). The rate of 

change of R2 was 15.71 % in the early developmental stage (6-week to 4-month; 32.3241 s-1 to 37.4027 

s-1) and 4.59 % in the aging stage (4-month to 20-month; 37.4027 s-1 to 39.1204 s-1), suggesting that the 
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increase in R2 is larger in the early developmental stage (Table 4.1). Almost all R2 values were higher 

than 0.9, indicating that the mono-exponential relaxation fitting process was performed adequately 

(Figure 4.3). 

 

Table 4.1. MRI and TEM data analysis results of age groups. It is presented as the mean and standard 

deviation (or standard error; S.E.) of all values belonging to the same age group.  

 

 

Figure 4.2. The representative ex vivo MRI positioning and results. (A) Schematic illustration of MRI 

slice positioning in post-mortem sample: rat brain with skull. A coronal slice (marked in blue-line) is 
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placed -6 mm from bregma (marked in red-dot). (B) The regions of interest showing the corpus callosum 

region (marked in white) in proton density-weighted images (left) and R2 maps (right) calculated by 

mono-exponential relaxation function of each age group (Young: 6-week-1, Adult: 4-month-1, and Old: 

20-month-2). 

 

Figure 4.3. Mono-exponential fitting qualities. (A) Representative R-squared (R2; the coefficient of 

determination) maps and (B) mono-exponential fitted curves with the mean signal of the CC region of 

each age group (Young: 6-week-1, Adult: 4-month-1, and Old: 20-month-2). R2 values for each age 

group are color-coded (Young: blue, Adult: green, Old: red). 

 

Representative multi-exponential relaxation fitting results with the mean signal of the CC region 

pixels of each age group are shown in Figure 4.4. Similar to the mono-exponential relaxation fitting 

results shown above, almost all R2 values were higher than 0.9 (Figures. 4.4A-4.4C), and it was 

confirmed that R2,Multi values increased with age (Figure 4.4D). However, it was observed that the 

representative T2 spectra of each group were not clearly separable into short-T2 components and long-

T2 components (Figure 4.4D). 

In order to confirm that the short-T2 components did not exist or were detected but mixed with long-

T2 components and were not distinguished, myelin changes in actual samples were confirmed through 

verification processes: TEM analysis and TEM-based simulation. An illustrative TEM processing 

procedure is described in Figure 4.5. Representative TEM and segmented images of each age group are 

shown in Figure 4.6A. It can be clearly observed from the segmented images that MVF and MST 

increased with age (Figure 4.6A). In Figure 4.6B, a polynomial fitting curve is used instead of a linear 

fit line to show the detailed relationship between the MVF and MST for each TEM image. Through this 

fitted curve, it was observed that MVF increased with age, but the rate of change of MST in the early 
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developmental stage was 7.85 % (0.0994 μm to 0.1072 μm), which was almost unchanged compared to 

MVF (Figure 4.6B). In addition, the rate of change in MVF at the aging stage was 37.64 % (0.2112 to 

0.2907 [fraction]), which was much smaller than 66.30 % in the early stage of development (0.1270 to 

0.2112 [fraction]), as shown in Figure 4.6B. Detailed MRI- and TEM-based values are summarized in 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.4. Multi-exponential relaxation fitting results. (A-C) Representative T2 decay and fitted curves 

with the mean signal of the CC region of each age group (Young: 6-week-1, Adult: 4-month-1, and Old: 

20-month-2). (D) T2 distributions derived from the fitted curves in (A-C). R2 and R2,Multi values for each 

age group are color-coded (Young: blue, Adult: green, Old: red). 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Histological verification process by TEM. (A) Brain slice extraction from the same location 

(marked in blue-line) as the slice used for MRI (-6 mm from bregma marked in red-dot). (B) Cut the 
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upper left corner of the corpus callosum region (marked in red) to be used for TEM processing. (C) 

Example of resulting image after TEM processing. 

 

 

Figure 4.6. The representative TEM images and correlation between each TEM-derived parameter. (A) 

TEM and segmented images of each age group (Young: 6-week-1, Adult: 4-month-1, and Old: 20-

month-2; scale bar = 2 μm). (B) Scatterplot of MVF and mean MST of each TEM image with 5th -

degree polynomial fitted curve. 

 

 

Table 4.2. Detailed MRI and TEM data analysis results of all samples (S.E. : standard error). 

 

In the TEM-based simulation part, magnetic susceptibility anisotropy of myelin phospholipids was 

applied using a hollow cylinder model (Figure 4.7A). Phospholipid orientation ϕ map and calculated 

field perturbation maps of single myelinated axon are shown in Figure 4.7B. Field perturbation maps 
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for each TEM image generated via the above mechanism are used to calculate the R2,IE term. An example 

of schematic diagram of a periodically repeated 180° refocus pulse and signal calculated at each TE in 

a multiple spin echo simulation is shown in Figure 4.7C. R2,IE values are calculated by fitting the 

extracted signal for each TE. An example of proton diffusion trajectories during 0 to 2 ms is shown in 

Figure 4.7C. In this part, representative six protons were assigned to myelin and IE spaces to clearly 

reveal the diffusion trajectories in IE spaces during the simulations. Here, as mentioned in the Methods 

section, the diffusion of protons does not cross over to other compartments and protons in the myelin 

region do not diffuse (Figure 4.7C). 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Schematic of the susceptibility anisotropy and diffusion of protons in simulation. (A) 

Magnetic susceptibility anisotropy of myelinated axons depicted with a hollow cylinder model. (B) A 

segmented single axon image (left), ϕ map of this axon (center), and field perturbation map for “χi = - 

0.13 ppm, χa = - 0.15 ppm, and θ = 90°” (right) computed in the same axon model and B0 direction. (C) 

Schematic of simulated multiple spin echo pulse sequence with signal magnitude curve (magenta) and 

example of accumulated proton diffusion trajectories from time = 0 to 2 ms in segmented TEM image. 

Each proton (n = 6) is shown in yellow (extra-cellular space), blue (myelin), and green (intra-cellular 

space) depending on its assigned region. 

 

Comparisons between R2, R2,Multi, and R2,IE values were shown with respect to TEM-derived MVF 

(Figure 4.8). Through the MVF information obtained through TEM processing, it was shown that both 

R2 and R2,Multi values obtained by the multiple spin echo sequence-based MRI experiment were 

proportional to the myelin content (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = 0.8763 and 0.8785; p < 0.01), 
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suggesting that the myelin water signal influenced our MRI experiment (Figures 4.8A and 4.8B). 

Estimated R2,IE values from Monte-Carlo simulations in IE water signals were also positively correlated 

(r = 0.8281; p < 0.01) with MVF values, but the range of R2,IE values were much smaller than MRI-R2 

values (Figure 4.8C). These results indicate that changes in MRI-R2 related MVF are likely dominated 

by myelin water content, as R2,IE cannot fully explain the observed MRI-R2 changes. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Correlation analyses between parameters for each experiment: MRI, TEM, and simulation. 

Scatterplots of mean MVF and other parameters : (A) R2 (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = 0.8763; 

p < 0.01). Region of interest (ROI) averages (mean and standard deviation) of R2 over pixels for each 

age group were used. (B) R2,Multi (r = 0.8785; p < 0.01), and (C) simulated R2,IE (r = 0.8281; p < 0.01) 

with linear fitted lines. 

 

Finally, we investigated whether it would be possible to separate the short- and long-T2 components 

in the T2 spectrum by a single threshold across different age groups by setting a T2-cutoff value. When 

the T2-cutoff value of the samples representing each group was adjusted to the MVF of the 20-month-

old sample, it was confirmed that there was no agreement at all in the 6-week-old sample (Figure 4.9A), 

and the same phenomenon appeared in the opposite case (Figure 4.9B). Thus, no single T2-cutoff value 

could be obtained to estimate the proportions of the short-T2 and the long-T2 components across 

different age groups. 
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Figure 4.9. Separation of the representative T2 distributions by different T2 -cutoff values. Changes in 

myelin water fraction (MWF) in representative T2 distributions of different age groups (6-week-1 and 

20-month-2) at different T2 -cutoff values that make the myelin volume fraction (MVF) and MWF of 

the sample as equal as possible. (A) T2 -cutoff value = 24.1 ms (based on the MVF of Old sample) and 

(B) T2 -cutoff value = 28.5 ms (based on the MVF of Young sample).  

 

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

4.4.1 Age related changes in myelin 

In this study, changes in myelin content due to aging in rat brain WM were investigated using MRI, 

and the results were compared with respect to TEM-based myelin information and associated 

simulations. Thus, it is important to note the representability of current specimens for monitoring age-

related myelin changes. Aging-induced changes in WM myelin in the rat brain can be classified into 

two major stages: early development and aging. Several previous studies confirmed that the number of 

myelinated axons increases rapidly, but the diameter of the axons changes little during development in 

the WM of young rodents [20,21,36]. In older rodents, myelinated axons thicken and increase in size 

[22,38], and that age-related demyelination gradually reduces the increasing trend of MVF with age 

[23,37]. In our TEM analysis, similar to the results of previous studies, MVF was observed to increase, 

but MST hardly changed in the early developmental stage; the rates of change in MVF decreased (66.30 % 

to 37.64 %) and MST increased (7.85 % to 36.19 %) during the aging stage (Figure 4.6B). These 

similarities of our TEM analysis results with those of previous histological studies indicate that the WM 
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samples and corresponding TEM images used in this study are representative of aging rodent myelin 

investigations. 

 

4.4.2 Interpretation of multi-exponential relaxation fitting 

It was found that the results of multi-exponential relaxation fitting revealed a single peak in all T2 

distribution results across different age groups. (Figure 4.4). It is important to verify whether the cause 

of these results is actually a reduced myelin water fraction in the post-mortem (formalin-fixed) rat CC 

region or a change in myelin water MRI signal through several comparative analyses. In the experiments 

performed, a significant increase in the value of R2 was observed with increasing myelin content, 

suggesting the possibility that the myelin water signal was mixed and influenced the IE water signal of 

the multiple spin echo sequences (Figures 4.8A and 4.8B). Comparing our results to various previously 

mentioned ex vivo mouse studies, Thiessen et al reported a poor correlation between myelin content 

and mono-exponential T2 by not detecting the short-T2 component [67]. Additionally, other studies 

detected the short-T2 component and found a good correlation with myelin content [16,68]. Therefore, 

it is important to discuss the experimental differences that led to these different results.  

To explain these experimental results, two main factors can be considered: chemical fixation and 

water exchange between compartments. In conducting post-mortem MRI, various factors such as the 

choice of fixative types, fixation and washing time, sample size, and temperature may have a significant 

influence in the chemical fixation process, so experimental parameters should be selected carefully [91]. 

Thiessen et al. processed post-mortem mouse brains using the following procedure: intracardial 

perfusion with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for ~ 2 min followed by 0.5 % glutaraldehyde (GA) 

and 2 % paraformaldehyde (PFA) for ~ 10 min, wash the remaining fixative with PBS, store the brain 

in PBS with the skull, and conduct MRI experiments at room temperature within the fomblin [67]. In 

this study, it was confirmed that the short-T2 component was not detected in post-mortem mouse brain 

through this procedure. For other studies, Soustelle et al. processed post-mortem mouse brains using 

the following procedure: transcardial perfusion with 4 % PFA for ~ 10 min, precede by heparinized 

physiological serum, wash the remaining fixative with PBS for ~ 10 min, store the brain at 4 °C in PBS 

for at least 15 days, and conduct MRI experiments at room temperature within the perfluoropolyether 

[16]. West et al. processed post-mortem mouse brains using the following procedure: perfusion with 

PBS and 2.5 % GA and 2 % PFA, store the brain in the same fixative for 1 week, wash the remaining 

fixative with PBS and 0.01 % sodium azide (4-5 times for 1 week), and conduct MRI experiments at 

room temperature within the fomblin [68]. In these studies, it was confirmed that the short-T2 component 

was detected in post-mortem mouse brain through their respective procedures. 
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The ex vivo mouse studies mentioned above used varying concentrations of fixative and fixation and 

washing times. Therefore, even if there were changes in the experimental results due to fixation issues, 

it is difficult to pinpoint the exact causes [16,62,68]. Therefore, in our experiment, chemical fixation 

was performed using the 10 % neutral buffered formalin, which is used as the most common fixative 

[92,93], and water component detection was attempted through a very simple fixation process without 

additional washing processes. For studies using 10 % neutral buffered formalin, several human studies 

have confirmed little change in myelin water signal in brain WM [15,94]. These studies showed a strong 

correlation between stained myelin content obtained using luxol fast blue (myelin staining) and MWF 

in formalin-fixed human brains. Additionally, Laule et al. found that formalin fixation in human brain 

affected and decreased the long-T2 components, whereas the short-T2 components were relatively 

unchanged [15]. In the ex vivo rat study, it was confirmed that both short-T2 and long-T2 components 

of the spinal cord were shortened compared to in vivo, but the change in short-T2 component was 

relatively small [64]. To the best of our knowledge, we did not find any studies related to this in post-

mortem rat brain WM studies, but these findings support the hypothesis that our T2 distribution results 

can be a mixture of reduced long-T2 components and relatively unchanged short-T2 components by 

formalin fixation (Figure 4.4). 

However, recently published post-mortem human studies confirmed that fixation with 10% formalin 

can significantly affect myelin water signal [49,95]. Therefore, it is necessary to pay more attention to 

the assumptions mentioned above, and water exchange effect, another major factor that can affect the 

experimental value, may be an important cause for the observed correlation between R2 and MVF values. 

Water exchange between myelin and other compartments can be also considered a factor that can affect 

myelin water signal measurements. Several rodent spine studies have reported an underestimation of 

MWF values due to water exchange effect [65,96]. This effect is known to increase as MST becomes 

thinner in myelinated axons, and fixation by formaldehyde is also known to increase the water exchange 

effect and consequently decrease T2 [65,70,96]. Based on the characteristics mentioned above, even in 

our experiments using an aged rat model in which the MST becomes progressively thicker (Figure 4.6), 

it can be speculated that the enhanced exchange of water between myelin and IE spaces resulted in a 

decrease in T2 relaxation time of IE water in proportion to MVF. 

 

4.4.3 Effect of magnetic susceptibility variations in WM 

After assessing how the IE water signal affects the R2 value obtained from the magnetic 

susceptibility-induced field perturbation map using a multiple spin echo sequence, it was found that the 

proportionality trend of R2,IE values in relation to myelin content persisted. However, the observed effect 

(R2,IE) was relatively small and did not completely explain the experimental R2 value changes caused 
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by variations in MVF (Figure 4.8C). This result implies that the effect of magnetic susceptibility of 

myelin maybe relatively small at 7T, and our experimental results are mostly explainable by the effect 

of T2,0, the bulk water relaxation in Eq. (1) at 7T. In other words, results from Monte-Carlo simulations 

also supported mixing of IE water with myelin water signals, as susceptibility-induced T2 decay in IE 

spaces was relatively small to fully explain the observed MVF related R2 changes. Therefore, the 

combined experimental and simulation results, it can be suggested that myelin water containing short-

T2 components has a significant impact on ex vivo MRI-R2 values, despite not being easily 

distinguishable from long-T2 components. 

 

4.4.4 Limitations 

There are several limitations in our study. First, unlike in vivo studies, chemical fixation for ex vivo 

studies cause microstructural degeneration such as myelin sheath loosening and cell shrinkage [97]. 

Additionally, fixation and dehydration steps in sample preparation for TEM processing can cause 

morphological changes in biological sample [98]. Damage to myelin structure due to the points 

mentioned may affect MVF and MST and result in different myelin structure information from in vivo 

MRI data. Therefore, for a more accurate quantitative analysis of myelin in post-mortem studies, more 

advanced approaches considering the above factors are required for in vivo translations. Second, our 

TEM data did not cover the full ROI as in MRI. In this experiment, TEM analysis was performed under 

the assumption that the structure of myelin in the ROI of the same age group was relatively similar 

compared to the age-related variation, and when multi-exponential relaxation fitting process was 

performed using only the ROI analyzed by TEM, it was confirmed that the results were similar to those 

in Figure 4.4 (Figure 4.10). Third, our experiments were only analyzed with access to small portions 

(single slice acquisition) of WM regions within the brain, i.e., a limited MRI volume coverage. 

Therefore, it is thought that an approach to myelin changes in a wide range of WM areas through 

additional studies can provide deeper insights between MRI results and myelin changes. Finally, more 

accurate investigation of factors affecting T2 measurement, such as the effect of iron concentration, is 

needed. Several studies have reported that T2 is sensitive to iron, and iron deposition may occur in the 

WM, affecting T2 analysis [10,11,99,100]. Of course, in our previous study, it was confirmed that the 

effect of myelin contents was dominant within the same ROI through magnetic susceptibility analysis 

[72], but for a more accurate analysis, it is desirable to additionally consider the effect of iron in future 

development. 
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Figure 4.10. Multi-exponential relaxation fitting results using data in the TEM area. (A) ROI marking 

the TEM area (red) in proton density-weighted image. (B) T2 distributions derived from the mean signal 

of the TEM area of each age group (Young: 6-week-1, Adult: 4-month-1, and Old: 20-month-2). R2,Multi 

values for each age group are color-coded (Young: blue, Adult: green, Old: red). 

 

4.4.5 Conclusion 

Utilizing multiple spin echo sequence-based MRI-R2 measurements, this study assessed myelin 

changes in post-mortem aging rat CCs, alongside TEM- and simulation-based validation. The 

hypothesis was that absolute R2 values may contain volumetric information of myelin, even with mono-

exponential relaxation. The comparison between independent parameters from MRI, TEM, and 

simulations supports this suggestion. It was found that multiple spin echo sequence -based MRI-R2 

values in aging post-mortem rat CCs reflects the volumetric information of myelin, despite mono-

exponential T2 relaxation of myelin water signals. These results indicate that MRI-R2 measurements at 

7T can still provide quantitative information to assess myelin content in ex vivo conditions via 

conventional fixation methods without prolonged washings. 

 

The original source of Chapter 4 is the article, Cho, H., Han, S., & Cho, H. J. (2023). Empirical 

relationship between TEM-derived myelin volume fraction and MRI-R2 values in aging ex vivo rat 

corpus callosum. Magnetic Resonance Imaging, In revision. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusions 

 

5.1 Summary 

In this thesis, we aimed to quantify age-related changes in myelin volume in the CC region of the 

post-mortem rat brains through MRI-based measurements (R1, R2, and QSM) and histological and 

theoretical validation processes. It was confirmed that the absolute MVF values analyzed through TEM 

processing showed significant correlations with the values derived from each MRI measurements, and 

these tendency were further verified through simulation processing. These results suggest that the 

myelin volume information obtained through the mentioned MRI methods can be considered as an ex 

vivo MRI surrogate for MVF in post-mortem rat brain WM. 

 

5.2 Limitations and Future works 

This study is limited to measuring changes in myelin only within a small portions of the post-mortem 

rodent brain. As regional differences in myelin distribution exist within the WM, approaches to myelin 

changes in a wide range of WM areas should be considered to provide further insight into the 

relationship between MRI results and myelin changes. Additionally, for ex vivo study, biological 

samples may undergo microstructural degeneration due to chemical fixation, which may reflect 

different myelin structural information than in vivo MRI data. Therefore, further in vivo experimental 

designs with various MRI contrasts may provide new insights into the correlation between MRI and 

myelin. Lastly, for a more accurate analysis of the experimental values, factors such as iron deposition 

and water exchange between compartments that can sufficiently affect the experiment should be strictly 

considered. Paramagnetic iron can accumulate as the brain ages and can alter relaxation rates and 

magnetic susceptibility values. Water exchange between myelin and other compartments is also 

considered as a factor that may affect relaxation rate measurements. Therefore, it is desirable to 

additionally consider the influence of these factors in future development.  

For future improvements in myelin quantification using MRI, we will approach myelin changes in 

various neurodegenerative disease models through in vivo and ex vivo experiments. For example, 

5xFAD transgenic mice are characterized by rapidly progressing key features of Alzheimer's disease 

amyloid pathology and are expected to be very useful for evaluating amyloid-associated myelin 

degeneration using MRI. The establishment of various MRI techniques and histological/theoretical 

validation methods in neurodegenerative disease models is expected to be usefully applied to future 

clinical studies. 
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